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Optical tunneling of single-cycle terahertz bandwidth pulses
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~Received 7 March 2001; published 27 August 2001!

We report time-domain measurements with subpicosecond resolution of optical tunneling of terahertz elec-
tromagnetic pulses undergoing frustrated total internal reflection. Measurements of the transmitted electromag-
netic pulses over a 3 THz bandwidth permits direct determination of frequency-dependent phase and amplitude
changes in both the thin and opaque barrier limits in a single measurement. A complex frequency response
function describing propagation through the barrier is developed based upon linear dispersion theory and the
Fresnel coefficients at complex angles in the optical barrier. Our measurements are in excellent agreement with
this theoretical model across the experimentally determined bandwidth; the model makes no assumptions about
the beam path through the barrier and has no adjustable parameters. The theory is shown to satisfy the
Kramers-Kronig relations, indicating causal propagation across the barrier.
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There has been an ongoing discussion for many ye
over the question of whether or not light propagates at
perluminal velocities during optical tunneling in frustrate
total internal reflection~FTIR! in wedges, photonic band
gaps, and waveguides below cutoff@1#. Although seemingly
of rather esoteric interest, the problem has far-reaching
plications such as violations of causality@1#, what consists of
a signal, and the correct way to define the velocity of ene
propagation @2,3#. Additionally, the equations describin
FTIR are mathematically similar to the equations describ
quantum-mechanical tunneling@4–6#, with the optical tun-
neling of FTIR being used as an experimentally verifia
model for the quantum-mechanical case.

From a practical point of view, FTIR is used in fiber co
plers, laser output couplers, and photon tunneling mic
scopes. Photonic band-gap structures are commonly use
optical devices such as vertical cavity surface emitting las
and chirped mirrors@7#. The related question of tunnelin
times for electrons is critical to the fundamental speed lim
of existing devices as tunnel diodes and Josephson junct
as well as resonant tunneling diodes and transistors b
investigated for nanoelectronics.

Recent demonstrations@8# of superluminal optical pulse
propagation in a gain medium for an extremely narrow ba
width signal have stimulated a renewed interest in whet
signals can propagate faster than the speed of light. In
optical tunneling system investigated here, similar claims@9#
of superluminal propagation have been made for wide ba
width signals. There is a lack of consensus on the defini
of energy or signal velocity and what consists of a sign
making it of critical importance to tie experimental observ
tions to precise definitions of the quantity being measu
@1#. Many experimental systems have been used to pro
insight into optical tunneling at optical@10,11#, far-infrared
@9#, and microwave frequencies@7,12,13#. Optical techniques
can measure pulse delays with femtosecond accuracy
have large dynamic range; however, it is difficult to meas
absolute optical phase and reliably fabricate structures w
nanometer precision. Some of these problems inherent in
tical experiments are solved by microwave measurem
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that permit direct measurement of phase. Most microw
experiments have been done confining radiation to wa
guide structures since the large wavelengths require la
apertures and large experimental systems to make mea
ments in the plane-wave limit.

The optical tunneling system investigated here, consis
of an optical barrier in which electromagnetic radiation u
dergoes total internal reflection, has been looked at pr
ously, both theoretically and experimentally. An excellent
view of experimental and theoretical results on tunnel
time measurements that include those for this system
been given by Chiao and Steinberg in 1997@1#. More recent
experimental work includes measurement of pulse propa
tion times using both microwave measurements in para
prisms@13# as well as measurements of terahertz pulses
teflon prism@9#.

We report measurements of optical tunneling using te
hertz time-domain spectroscopy~THz-TDS! @14# which di-
rectly contradict earlier claims of noncausal propagation@9#.
In our experiment, the time-resolved electric fields of sing
cycle terahertz pulses transmitted through a pair of cylind
cal wedges~prisms! are experimentally measured with fem
tosecond accuracy as a function of tunneling gap, or bar
thickness. The corresponding phase and amplitude cha
are fit to a frequency-domain linear dispersion theory inc
porating an absolute optical phase that describes propag
of a plane electromagnetic field through the optical tunnel
gap. Previous claims of non-causal propagation@9# were
based on the improper assignment of a ray path through
gap. The complete theory developed here determines the
solute phase change of electromagnetic radiation propaga
through the entire cylindrical wedge system, independen
specification of the path through the gap. This is the fi
direct measurement of absolute optical phase change in
tical tunneling with sufficient bandwidth to cover both th
thin and thick barrier limits in a single measurement. T
ability to perform time-resolved electric-field measureme
allows a comparison to an analytic, causal theory with exc
lent agreement in both the time and frequency domains. T
©2001 The American Physical Society04-1
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theory fully describes the propagation of a plane wa
through the entire optical tunneling barrier system.

The THz-TDS system@14# used to perform FTIR mea
surements is shown in Fig. 1~a!. The generated terahertz ra
diation forms a well-collimated beam with a gaussian am
tude profile@15# which propagates through two cylindrica
wedges used to create the optical tunneling barrier.
matched wedges are of high-resistivity silicon, 75 mm
diameter, optically polished on all faces, shown in Fig. 1~c!.
High-resistivity silicon was used for wedge materials sinc
has nearly negligible absorption across the terahertz
quency range@14# with index variations less than 0.02%. Th
wedges have entrance and exit faces normal to the cylin
axis and inner faces with a vertex angle,f570°. When the
wedges are in contact (D50) they form a 68-mm long cyl-
inder. Both the separationD between the wedges along th
cylinder axis and the angle of the terahertz system opt
axis to the cylinder axis are adjustable with a resolutions o
mm and 0.1°, respectively.

FIG. 1. ~a! Terahertz time-domain spectroscopy system used
measuring frustrated total internal reflection. The terahertz b
propagates along the indicated optical axis.~b! Detail of terahertz
pulse propagation through a dielectric slab of thickness,d. ~c! Tera-
hertz pulse propagation through silicon cylindrical wedges for
reference pulse path~upper! and after translation the second wed
by an amountD ~lower!.
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The wedges are cut so the beam is incident at an angl
20°, 3° beyond the critical angle in silicon,uc517.04°. At
the critical angle, the attenuation length of the evanesc
wave in the gap has a singularity, and is extremely sensi
to the angle of incidence with 203 variation over a 0.01°
range@16#. By increasing the incidence angle beyonduc , the
attenuation length decreases and becomes much less s
tive to the angle of incidence. Our bounded terahertz be
has a 8.5 mm 1/e amplitude waist radius at 0.5 THz, corre
sponding to a range of incidence angles of the plane-w
components that make up the bounded beam of less
60.5° @17#. To minimize the frequency dependence of thek
vector uncertainty, the optical system generates a beam w
~planar phase front! at the gap whose radius is proportion
to wavelength.

In THz-TDS two time-resolved electric-field measur
ments are taken, a reference pulse that measures the sy
response, and the terahertz pulse with a sample in the b
The reference pulse,EO(t), was measured with the separ
tion D along the cylindrical wedge axes set to zero, shown
the upper portion of Fig. 1~c!. Measurements of the transmi
ted pulse, ET(t), which optically tunneled through the
sample, were made forD5100, 200, 500, and 1000mm,
lower portion of Fig. 1~c!. The terahertz pulses wereP po-
larized with detection extinction of over 1000:1 in powe
These measurements are shown as points in Fig. 2~a! (u0
5p/22f520°). The peak of the transmitted terahertz pu
arrives earlier in time with increasing barrier width; the pul
for D51000mm arrives 2.4 ps before the reference pu
(D50). There is strong attenuation of the high-frequen
components and pulse reshaping asD increases. The
frequency-dependent attenuation can be seen from the am
tude spectra, obtained from a numerical Fourier transform
the time-domain data and shown as points in Fig. 2~b!. The
amplitude spectra have not been scaled; the area under
curve squared is proportional to the transmitted pulse ene
The energy of the pulse transmitted through the 1000mm
gap is approximately 22,000 times smaller than that of
reference pulse.

Optical tunneling of terahertz pulses is analyzed us
linear dispersion theory. The Fourier transform of the tim
resolved electric-fieldE(t) gives the complex, frequency
dependent amplitudeE(v) of the plane-wave components o
the terahertz pulse. Each plane-wave component propag
through the optical tunneling barrier, which can be treated
a dielectric slab, shown in Fig. 1~b!. The initial standard
analysis describes a slab with indexn1 surrounded by a me
dium with indexn0 . These results will then be transforme
to the tunneling geometry of a gap with indexn0 surrounded
by a medium with indexn1 . The field ET(v) transmitted
through a dielectric slab is obtained from the superposit
of the directly transmitted field with the components th
undergo multiple reflections from each interface~see Ref.
@18#, sections 1.6.4 and 7.6.1!:

ET~v!5
t01t10e

ib

~11r 01r 10e
i2b!

EI~v!. ~1!

The dielectric slab is of thicknessd, measured normal to the
slab faces, and the radiation is incident at angleu0 . EI(v) is
the incident field. The Fresnel coefficients aret01, t10, r 01,

r
m

e
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FIG. 2. Measured terahertz pulses~points! propagating through
FTIR cylindrical wedges withD50, 100, 200, 500, and 1000mm.
The linear dispersion theory fit is given by the solid line.~b! Mea-
sured amplitude spectra~points! corresponding to the terahert
pulses of ~a! with theoretical predictions~lines!. The amplitude
spectra are presented as measured with no scaling.
03660
and r 10 for transmission and reflection at then02n1 and
n12n0 boundaries, respectively, the subscripts correspon
the dielectric medium.b5n1 kod cosu1 is the phase delay
associated with multiple reflections inside the slab, withko
the wave vector in free space.u1 is the angle of the trans
mitted radiation inside the slab determined from Snell’s la
n0 sinu05n1 sinu1.

Adding such a dielectric slab to the terahertz beam p
requires an additional phase term in Eq.~1!, which arises
from replacing space (n0) with dielectric (n1Þn0). The
THz-TDS experiment measures the change in phase betw
two arbitrary phase fronts, located in front of and behind
slab. The measured phase change is calculated from the
tical path length difference between a phase front of
beam in free space and the beam that propagates throug
slab measured at the same phase front. Any physically v
measurement must account for the displacement of spac
the dielectric slab. Ignoring the effect of the space displa
by the slab is equivalent to measuring the phase at two
ferent spatial points.

This additional phase term will now be evaluated for t
dielectric slab illustrated in Fig. 1~b!. The input phase front is
defined as pointA and output phase front is the lineBD. The
optical path length through free space isAB5n0d/cosu0.
Defining EI(v) as the incident field at the input plane an
EO(v) as the field that propagated through free spa
EO(v)5EI(v)exp@ikolAB#. Adding a dielectric slab to the
beam path changes the optical path, now given byl AC
1 l CD5n1d/cosu112n1d tanu1 sinu0. The field that propa-
gates through the dielectric slab is nowET(v)
5EI(v)exp@iko(lAC1lCD)#.

For the dielectric slabEO(v) andET(v) are experimen-
tally measured;EI(v) would never be directly determined
Expressing the incident field in terms of the measured fi
transmitted through free space,EI(v)5EO(v)exp@2ikolAB#
the measured phase delay of the initial pulse is determi
from ET(v)5EO(v)exp@iko(lAC1lCD2lAB)# where ko( l AC
1 l CD2 l AB)5kon1d cosu12kon0dcosu0. This phase delay
applies to all terms, including the Fabry-Perot reflectio
represented by the denominator of Eq.~1!. In terms of mea-
sured quantities, the field transmitted through the dielec
slab is now given by

ET~v!5
t01t10e

ibe2 ig

~11r 01r 10e
i2b!

EO~v!, ~2!

with b5n1kod cosu1 and g5kon0d cosu0. The correction
factor g accounts for the displacement of free space with
dielectric material that occurs in any physical measurem
Neglecting theg term withn1.n0 results in the nonphysica
situation of phase advance as the incident angleu0 and op-
tical path length increase.

To treat the cylindrical wedges shown in Fig. 1~c!, the
wedges with no gap,D50, are taken as a reference. Th
measured phase difference occurs between the phase fro
the input face, pointA, and a phase plane corresponding
the output face after the wedges are separated, lineCF . The
4-3
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measured amplitude and phase changes in the terahertz
are due to two terms. The first arises from the gap DE c
ated by the translation of one wedge that is modeled a
dielectric slab of indexn0 surrounded by a medium with
index n1 with thicknessd5D sinf, and tilted at angleu1
5p/22f relative to the optical axis of the terahertz syste
For incident angles below the critical angle, the path throu
the gap is well defined. The second termeiF arises from the
fact that the gap was not achieved by removing silicon fr
the beam path, but by translation of the second wedge b
amountD; the air spaceBC of index n0 becomes filled with
a medium of indexn1 . The transmitted fieldET(v) is then
given by

ET~v!5
t10t01e

ib02 ig1

~11r 10r 01e
i2b0!

3eiF3EO~v!5H~v!EO~v!.

~3!

The first term, or phase change due to the gap, has the s
form as Eq.~2! with the indices 0 and 1 reversed. Here,b0
5n0kod cosu0, and the reference path length correction fa
tor is given byg15n1kod cosu1. The term exp@iF# gives the
phase change between the measured and reference pulse
to the translation of the exit face byD with F5n1koD
2n0koD, assuming normal incidence.

For an angle of incidence on the gap greater than crit
angleu1.uc , the field in the gap becomes nonuniform, co
responding to creation of an evanescent field with expon
tially decreasing amplitude in the gap to satisfy the bound
conditions@18# ~Sec. 1.5.4!. The ray pathDE in the gap is no
longer well defined; the optical path does not directly cor
spond to a phase change since the phase of the transm
field is independent ofz. This uncertainty in the path of th
pulses is one reason it has been so difficult to assign a c
acteristic time for optical tunneling@1#.

However, mathematical specification of the path is n
required for Eq.~3! to remain valid, as we will now demon
strate. Following Ref.@18# ~Sec. 1.5.4!, we assume Eq.~3!
may still be applied for radiation incident past the critic
angle, where the angleu0 now becomes complex,u05a
1 ib, with real part, a5p/2, and an imaginary part,b
56cosh21(n1 sinu1 /n2). The sign ofb is chosen to avoid the
nonphysical situation of energy gain in the gap. The termb0
in Eq. ~3! is now purely imaginary with cos(u0)
56i@(n1 /n0)

2sin2(u1)21#1/2, which rapidly increases from
zero at u15uc to approximately (n0 /n1)1/2 for u1590°.
Since cos(u0) also enters into the Fresnel coefficients—t10,
t01, andr 10—there is an additional phase change or tempo
shift of the radiation propagating through the boundary. N
that in the case thatu0 is complex, the path of the radiatio
in the gap is not mathematically defined as whenu0 is real
valued.

The terahertz pulse transmitted through the cylindri
wedges is calculated by taking the inverse Fourier transf
of the complex amplitudeET(v) from Eq.~3! with the mea-
suredEO(v). The calculated terahertz pulse is plotted a
solid line on top of the data forD5100, 200, 500, and 1000
mm in Fig. 2~a!. The calculated amplitude spectra, aga
given as solid lines, are overlaid on the experimental m
03660
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surements in Fig. 2~b!. Excellent agreement is obtained wit
no adjustable parameters, indicating the validity of Eq.~3!.

The cylindrical wedges are a linear system, w
H(v) defined in Eq.~3! as the complex frequency-doma
system response function, H(v)5H8(v)1 iH 9(v)
5ET(v,D)/EO(v,D50). H(v) is directly measured ove
the range from 100 GHz to over 3 THz. Figure 3 shows
measured values ofH8(v) and H9(v) as points forD
5100mm. The calculated values ofH(v) from Eq. ~3! are
overlaid as a solid line. Similar agreement with theory
obtained forD5200, 500, and 1000mm, and for the case
u1,uc .

Since the measured values ofH(v) give the complex
phase change of the transmitted radiation through the we
system, it would be theoretically possible to determine
group velocity@18# ~Sec. 1.2! from H(v) provided the path
through the system is known. However, in representing th
terahertz pulse as a superposition of phase-coherent p
waves, we are unable to measure or define the path. De
tions of path and velocity are not necessary to describe
tical tunneling in this model, as the agreement between m
surement and theory in Figs. 2 and 3 show. An additional,
equally important point is thatH(v) is only measurable in
this experimental configuration for the wedge system a
whole and the effects of propagation in the optical tunnel
barrier ~gap! and in the wedges cannot be separated. T
theory developed here treats theentire system and conse
quently the path taken by the radiation in the gap is
mathematically specified. Previous reports of noncausal
superluminal propagation@9# made unfounded assumption
about this path.

It is to be noted that this system is fundamentally differe
from the one used in recent demonstrations of superlum
propagation by Wang, Kuzmich, and Dogariu@8# in a gain
medium with a well-defined optical path. For our expe
ment, the system transfer function has strong dispersion
changes with frequency in a nonlinear fashion. Additiona
our pulse bandwidth covering over a decade in freque
near 1 THz is over seven orders of magnitude larger than
used by Wang, Kuzmich, and Dogariu with a 120 kHz ban
width signal at a carrier frequency of 3.531014Hz in a re-
gion of linear dispersion@8#.

FIG. 3. ~a! The measured real and imaginary parts of the sys
responseH8(v) andH9(v), points, and fit using the linear dispe
sion theory~solid line! of Eq. ~3!.
4-4
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The theory used to fit the measurements in Fig. 2 can
demonstrated to be causal. In any causal system the rea
imaginary part ofH(v) are related through the Kramer
Kronig relations@19#. To verify the causality of the theory
the real and imaginary parts of the frequency-domain
sponse function, given by Eq.~3!, were compared by nu
merically performing the Kramers-Kronig integral over th
frequency range 0 to 20 THz. This bandwidth range is su
cient sinceH(v) decreases exponentially with increasi
frequency and is zero well before 20 THz. The real a
imaginary components determined through the Krame
Kronig relationships agree with the calculated and measu
values ofH(v) within the experimental error. The fit show
in Fig. 3 contains no floating parameters. More precise
are achievable by allowing for some experimental unc
tainty in D and in the alignment of the wedge axis to that
the terahertz beam. The response function given by Eq.~3!
without the correction factorsg and F does not satisfy the
Kramers-Kronig relations.
ne
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We have measured the amplitude and phase chang
picosecond terahertz electromagnetic pulses with over 3 T
bandwidth following transmission through the barrier in fru
trated total internal reflection. The pulse peaks arrive ear
in time as the width of the optical tunneling gap is increas
with strong reshaping due to attenuation of the high f
quency components. Although similar observations@9# have
led to claims of superluminal propagation of electromagne
pulses, this is shown to be due to a description of the opt
tunneling gap as an isolated object rather than integral to
entire experimental system, as well as assumptions abou
path of energy propagation in the barrier. The results p
sented here demonstrate propagation in agreement wi
causal and analytic description based on linear disper
theory. This analytic result makes no assumptions of opt
path through the gap, and contains no adjustable parame

The authors acknowledge Katrina McClatchey for inva
able experimental assistance, and the National Science F
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work.
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